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I first went to Texas in 2005.
It’s an amazing place. There’s Hot Beef Sundae!



Beer margarita.



Cowboy hats.



Rodeo.



Parties, because it’s South by Southwest



And Two Brits talking about web typography.
This was back in 2007!



On the rock star stage!

We did a talk called Web Typography Sucks. And it did. And it largely still does.

I’m going to show how you can make your web typography better with the tools we have today, and in particular discuss typography in the context of 
responsive design, which is all the rage.



According to my friend the designer Jon Tan

Looking smug for a man standing next to a bin.

Typography can be split into two disciplines:



Billboards...



...and Novels.



INTERR 
UPTION 
Immersion



Or reading… and impact



flickr.com/photos/nathanpitman/2377290426/

  

The bit of the web that isn’t porn or music videos or photos of people standing next to bins is about reading. Customer reviews, industry reports, social 
network updates, blog posts, newspapers, magazines, email.

So why would we not strive to make those reading experiences as good as possible?



There are important differences  between good or 
poor typography that appear to have little effect on 
reading speed and comprehension.” 
Dr. Kevin Larson (Microsoft) 
and Dr. Rosalind W. Picard (MIT) 

“

First the bad news. Science has shown that good typography doesn’t improve speed or understanding. Disappointing. 

BUT…!



Good quality typography is responsible for greater 
engagement during reading.” 
Dr. Kevin Larson (Microsoft) 
and Dr. Rosalind W. Picard (MIT) 

“

But the same study showed that…

Participants significantly underestimated the time taken to read.



Good typography induces a good mood.” 
Dr. Kevin Larson (Microsoft) 
and Dr. Rosalind W. Picard (MIT) 

“

What’s more...



Good typography 
induces a 

good mood!

Now we’re talking. Science has shown that good typography can improve the user experience.
So let’s talk about what good typography is. Here’s some tips.



Nowadays web design is all about responsive design.
Build once using modern CSS techniques to enable the design to adapt or ‘respond’ to its environment whether a smart phone, a 27” desktop or anywhere 
in between.



Responsive typography

Going to talk about typography in a responsive design context.
I’m going to cover some basics but try to show implications of those basics within the context of modern web design.



<!DOCTYPE	  html>	  
<html	  lang="en">	  
<head>	  
<meta	  charset="utf-‐8"	  />	  
<title>Renegade	  Diving	  School</title>	  
<meta	  name="viewport"	  content="width=device-‐width,	  maximum-‐
scale=1.0"/>	  
</head>	  

<body>	  
<main>	  

<header>	  
<h1>Explore	  the	  oceans</h1>	  
<h2>Become	  a	  PADI	  diver</h2>	  
</header>	  

<section	  class="intro">	  
<p><strong>Learn	  to	  dive	  with	  our	  “Discover	  Scuba	  Diving”	  experiences	  
and	  PADI	  courses.	  For	  top	  quality	  tuition	  in	  warm	  crystal-‐clear	  seas,	  
come	  to	  us	  –	  Renegade	  Divers.</strong></p>	  
</section>	  

<section>	  
<p>Renegade	  Divers	  has	  been	  operating	  since	  1998.	  We	  offer	  a	  range	  of	  
liveaboard	  PADI-‐registered	  diving	  holidays.	  Our	  main	  destination	  for	  
PADI	  training	  is	  the	  Red	  Sea.	  We	  also	  offer	  the	  best	  Maldives	  
liveaboards	  and	  other	  leading	  dive	  vessels	  in	  the	  Indian	  Ocean,	  

We’re going to typeset a page. 

Simple one page site for diving holidays which we’ll be using as an example throughout. 
I know in real life web sites are usually more complicated than this, but it doesn’t really matter when it comes to typography.

Let’s start with some HTML. Standard stuff. Some headings, paragraphs......a table.



Renegade Divers has been operating since 1998. We 
offer a range of liveaboard PADI registered diving 
holidays. Our main destination for PADI training is the 
Red Sea. We also offer the best Maldives liveaboards 
and other leading dive vessels in the Indian Ocean, 
Indonesia and the Galapagos Islands.

So let’s start where most of the reading is done. The paragraph.

A paragraph represents an individual idea. Your readers should be able to flow through that idea without interruption.

From a typographer’s point of view a paragraph is the shortest passage of text which you should design for continuous reading. 



Renegade Divers has been operating since 1998. We 
offer a range of liveaboard PADI registered diving 
holidays. Our main destination for PADI training is the 
Red Sea. We also offer the best Maldives liveaboards 
and other leading dive vessels in the Indian Ocean, 
Indonesia and the Galapagos Islands.

First let’s remind ourselves of how we read. When we read we jerk our eyes along the line in saccades, fixating very briefly on the letters within a word (not 
whole word shapes as is sometimes stated).



Renegade Divers has been operating since 1998. We 
offer a range of liveaboard PADI registered diving 
holidays. Our main destination for PADI training is the 
Red Sea. We also offer the best Maldives liveaboards 
and other leading dive vessels in the Indian Ocean, 
Indonesia and the Galapagos Islands.

1. Line length 
2. Line spacing 
3. Text size

When we get to the end of the line we do a giant saccade to the beginning of the next line.

Making a paragraph readable is all about helping the reader's eyes make this jump.
3 factors combine to make a paragraph readable.

I’m going to cover those three things. A bit typography 101, but there’s some important points to make specific to us as web designers.



Line length



45 to 75 characters is widely regarded as a satisfactory 
length of line for a single-column page.” 
Robert Bringhurst in The Elements of Typographic Style (Hartley & Marks, 1999) 

“

This quote from Bringhurst is a simple observation.

Very limited amount of research - longer line lengths (up to 100 characters) do not adversely affect readability on screens, and in fact can increase the 
speed of reading.

Same studies revealed that readers stated a preference for shorter lines.

The important thing about this quote is that it talks about a range.



Let's think about the paragraph in context. Mobile first, right?
Here it is on our phone using the browser defaults.

The line length, you wouldn't want it shorter and you can't make it longer. As it is, it's fine - about 42 characters long as it happens.

That’s shorter than the range Bringhurst mentions - but remember that was just an observation so let’s leave it as it is for the moment.



Text

Renegade Divers has been operating since 1998. We offer a range of liveaboard PADI registered diving holidays. Our main destination for 
PADI training is the Red Sea. We also offer the best Maldives liveaboards and other leading dive vessels in the Indian Ocean, Indonesia and 
the Galapagos Islands.

Here we see the line length is 135 characters on the larger screen.

So we need to shorten those lines…



M

This line has sixty six characters, counting both letters and spaces. 
It is about 32 ems long and suitable for long-form reading with text 
set in paragraphs. On average 1 em accounts for two characters, so a 
satisfactory line length (also known as the measure) is 22 to 38 ems.

M M M

45–75 characters   ≈  22–38 ems

1 em equals 2 characters.



Text

Renegade Divers has been operating since 1998. We offer a range of liveaboard 
PADI registered diving holidays. Our main destination for PADI training is the Red 
Sea. We also offer the best Maldives liveaboards and other leading dive vessels in 
the Indian Ocean, Indonesia and the Galapagos Islands.

Easiest thing to do is apply a max-width of 38ems to the paragraph or its container.

But we could get cleverer. Or more complicated depending on your point of view.



Typical media query 

@media	  only	  screen	  and	  (min-‐width:	  480px)	  {	  

	  <!-‐-‐	  styles	  for	  larger	  screens	  here	  -‐-‐>	  

}

And this is where responsive design techniques come in. 

In your CSS apply rules only when the media criteria is met, in this case the device must have a screen at least 480px wide for the style to be applied, 
otherwise they are ignored. 

This bit is usually called a break point. It is where styles are added because otherwise the design breaks. Let’s think about how and where the design of 
the paragraph is breaking.



Renegade Divers has been operating since 1998. We offer a range of liveaboard 
PADI registered diving holidays. Our main destination for PADI training is the Red 
Sea. We also offer the best Maldives liveaboards and other leading dive vessels in 
the Indian Ocean, Indonesia and the Galapagos Islands.

38em

22em

21% 21%
Renegade Divers has been operating since 
1998. We offer a range of liveaboard PADI 
registered diving holidays. Our main destination 
for PADI training is the Red Sea. We also offer

Line length is fine until displayed on a screen wider than the equivalent of 38em, at which point it’s too wide for comfortable reading - the design breaks.

Instead of limiting the width with max-width we could try squeezing with padding.

So we apply padding to reduce it back down to the minimum end of the range. Or if you think 22em is too short, change it.



Renegade Divers has been operating since 1998. We offer a 
range of liveaboard PADI registered diving holidays. Our main 
destination for PADI training is the Red Sea. We also offer the 
best Maldives liveaboards and other leading dive vessels in the

51em

29em

21% 21%

Then on larger screens the percentage padding allows the line length to be proportionally longer.

Looking complicated, but if you wanted you could do something with that padding - maybe its for sidebars or notes or whatever your content needs.



 8 ON WEB TYPO GRAPHY

fig 1.2: Saccades are the leaps that happen in a split second as our eyes move across  
a line of text.

fig 1.3: Fixations are the brief moments of pause between saccades.

fig 1.1: A humble bit of text. But what actually happens when someone reads it?



Media queries 

.description	  {	  
	  	  padding-‐left:	  2.5%;	  
	  	  padding-‐right:	  2.5%;	  
}	  

@media	  only	  screen	  and	  (min-‐width:	  38em)	  {	  

	  .description	  {	  
	  	  	  padding-‐left:	  21%;	  
	  	  	  padding-‐right:	  21%;	  
	  }	  
}

So for screens greater than 38ems wide, add padding. Note ems means layout is completely device independent - not saying on an iPad to this, on a 
Chromebook do that. Also takes into account when people adjust default font size.





Line spacing

We’ve got the line length sorted to a comfortable measure.

Now let’s look at line spacing to ensure the reader’s eye can reattach to the next line accurately and comfortably.



Renegade Divers has been operating since 1998. We 
offer a range of liveaboard PADI registered diving 
holidays. Our main destination for PADI training is the 
Red Sea. We also offer the best Maldives liveaboards 
and other leading dive vessels in the Indian Ocean, 
Indonesia and the Galapagos Islands.

Here’s our paragraph again.



Renegade Divers has been operating since 1998. We 
offer a range of liveaboard PADI registered diving 
holidays. Our main destination for PADI training is the 
Red Sea. We also offer the best Maldives liveaboards 
and other leading dive vessels in the Indian Ocean, 
Indonesia and the Galapagos Islands.

Too tight and the eye struggles to attach to beginning of the right line.



Renegade Divers has been operating since 1998. We 

offer a range of liveaboard PADI registered diving 

holidays. Our main destination for PADI training is the 

Red Sea. We also offer the best Maldives liveaboards 

and other leading dive vessels in the Indian Ocean, 

Indonesia and the Galapagos Islands.

Too loose and you end of with this: inefficient use of space, and the eye still struggles to make sense of the paragraph.



Renegade Divers has been operating since 1998. We 
offer a range of liveaboard PADI registered diving 
holidays. Our main destination for PADI training is the 
Red Sea. We also offer the best Maldives liveaboards 
and other leading dive vessels in the Indian Ocean, 
Indonesia and the Galapagos Islands.

line-‐height:	  1.2

About right. This is using a line-height of 1.2 to space out the lines nicely.



Renegade Divers has been operating since 1998. We 
offer a range of liveaboard PADI registered diving 
holidays. Our main destination for PADI training is 
the Red Sea. We also offer the best Maldives 
liveaboards and other leading dive vessels in the 
Indian Ocean, Indonesia and the Galapagos Islands.

line-‐height:	  1.3

If you have small text (comments, notes, asides) it will need spacing further.



Renegade Divers has been operating since 1998. We offer a range of 

liveaboard PADI registered diving holidays. Our main destination for PADI 

training is the Red Sea. We also offer the best Maldives liveaboards and 

other leading dive vessels in the Indian Ocean, Indonesia and the 

Galapagos Islands.

line-‐height:	  1.5

And if you know you’re going to have long lines for whatever reason, then these need even more spacing.

But if your text is within the comfortable range of line lengths, just stick to one line-height and save yourself a headache

Even though you could change it through media queries.



Renegade Divers has been operating since 1998. We 
offer a range of liveaboard PADI registered diving 
holidays. Our main destination for PADI training is the 
Red Sea. We also offer the best Maldives liveaboards 
and other leading dive vessels in the Indian Ocean, 
Indonesia and the Galapagos Islands.

line-‐height:	  1.2

But should you use 1.2, 1.15, 1.25, 1.3? Which?

This is Helvetica Neue. Has a fairly large x-height, line-spacing set to 1.2.



Renegade Divers has been operating since 1998. We offer 
a range of liveaboard PADI registered diving holidays. Our 
main destination for PADI training is the Red Sea. We also 
offer the best Maldives liveaboards and other leading dive 
vessels in the Indian Ocean, Indonesia and the Galapagos 
Islands.

line-‐height:	  1.0

Consider Futura. Much smaller x-height. Tighten up (set solid).



Renegade Divers has been operating since 1998. We offer 
a range of liveaboard PADI registered diving holidays. Our 
main destination for PADI training is the Red Sea. We also 
offer the best Maldives liveaboards and other leading dive 
vessels in the Indian Ocean, Indonesia and the Galapagos 

line-‐height:	  1.4

Conversely Altis has a large x-height so loosen up even further.

Also because of the x-height I’ve had to reduce the type size. Which leads us nicely to…



Type size



How big should be type be?

Start with the right size for reading. Basically stick to the default 16px.

You may wish to bump up or even down but only if your font choice demands it, as it did with Altis and actually Futura too.

For my 40 year old eyes, that’s comfortable a reading size but...



twitter.com/jontangerine/status/298722082957705216

Although as we can see here, some people need their text much bigger.
Bear that in mind.



Here’s our page with some headings and stuff added to it. And the text is all different sizes. Why do we do that?

Really big type for impact, but otherwise to indicate heirarchy.
For that you need a type size scale.

We’re using the defaults in Mobile Safari. Fair to say there’s reasonable contrast between paragraphs and headings to indicate heirarchy.



32	  	  	  24	  	  	  19	  	  	  16	  	  13
iOS scale

68	  	  	  42	  	  	  26	  	  	  16	  10
Golden ratio scale

36	  	  	  24	  	  	  18	  	  	  16	  	  14
Classical (diatonic) scale

There are other scales. Here’s just a few. Pick what works for you and stick to it.
Note some scales have bigger steps than others.

For small devices, use small steps. Too often the text is too big - remember screens are less than 700px tall - you don’t want that filled up with just a 
headline. 

For bigger screens, bigger steps can work better, taking advantage of more real estate.



93	  	  	  77	  	  	  	  

64	  	  	  54	  	  	  45	  	  	  	  

37	  	  	  31	  	  	  26	  	  	  22	  	  	  18	  15
7/5 ratio, scaling up by a factor of 1.4

We’re going to choose 7/5 ratio or scaling up by a factor of 1.4.



Increased contrast through use of 7/5 ratio in type sizes.



A modular scale is a sequence of numbers that relate 
to one another in a meaningful way.” 
Tim Brown, More Meaningful Typography 
http://modularscale.com/

“

Tim Brown’s modular scales. Tool to help create scales. Scale choice somewhat arbitrary, tends to look better if mathematically related, but just play with 
different scales, pick one and stick to it.

Starts with ideal text size (based on your paragraph text size).
Adds in another important number eg. image size or ideal size of largest header.

http://www.alistapart.com/articles/more-meaningful-typography/
http://www.alistapart.com/articles/more-meaningful-typography/


A typography prototype includes font choices, styles 
for the basic text content and a typographic scale, but 
nothing else.” 
Viljami Salminen, Prototyping Responsive Typography 
http://viljamis.com/blog/2013/prototyping-responsive-typography/

“

As you apply more styles to your content, what you're doing is building up a what Viljami Salminen described as a typography prototype.

http://viljamis.com/blog/2013/prototyping-responsive-typography/


Learn with Our Discover 
Scuba Diving Experiences 

Learn with Our Discover 
Scuba Diving Experiences

1.5

1.0

line-‐height

Make sure you get the line spacing right.

Top heading has same line-height as body text. Looks like two headings.



Wider screens 

@media	  only	  screen	  and	  (min-‐width:	  90em)	  {	  
	   html	  {	  
	  	  	  	  	  font-‐size:18px;	  
	  	  }	  
}

For screens where the main paragraphs are wider than 90em, we could bump the text size up a bit.

But only a bit PLEASE.

Just because my screen, or even my browser window, is nearly 2000 pixels across doesn’t mean I want to read 36px text. My eyes are still less than a 
metre from the screen and I don’t want to have to scoot my chair back into the person behind me just to read comfortably.



sizecalc.com

This might help. sizecalc.com

http://sizecalc.com


sizecalc.com

75cm away, 5mm talk text. Set at 18px.

http://sizecalc.com


sizecalc.com

To read something on the moon it would have to be made with letters 348 miles tall.

http://sizecalc.com


Size matters.
Consider an iPad next to an iPad Mini. Same resolution as far as a website can tell, but a website will render at completely different sizes between the two. 

Text set at 16px on the iPad will render as 13px on iPad Mini. That’s a big difference.



When it comes to typography, on screens or 
otherwise, size matters. Physical size affects 
optical issues that change how the eye and brain 
process typographic images.” 
Nick Sherman, Responsive Typography is a Physical Discipline 
http://alistapart.com/column/responsive-typography-is-a-physical-discipline

“

Read this! Nick talks at length why there is no way currently for a browser to know the physical size of the text someone is reading.

Pixels don’t cut it. You can set stuff in cm or inches but they are CSS cm and CSS inches - not as we know them.

http://alistapart.com/column/responsive-typography-is-a-physical-discipline


Microtypography

Paying attention to individual characters, punctuation and the spacing between characters. Sweating the small stuff.



There’s loads I could talk about, but I’m going to focus on numbers.
This one: 1998.
And these ones: the table.



Treat numbers as letters to make sure they do not 
stand out.” 
Enric Jardí, Twenty-Two Tips on Typography (Actar, 2007)

“

http://www.enricjardi.com/


Numbers come in four forms. Lining (capitals) old style (lower case) tabular (monospaced) proportional.

So when Jardi is saying stop numbers standing out, he means use old style figures.

Designed in modern professional fonts and built right into the font file using OpenType.



And Helvetica is not one of those modern fonts. It has no OpenType features. So to continue we’ll switch font.



to Avenir Next, which is on your Mac.



p	  {	  

	   font-‐variant-‐numeric:	  oldstyle-‐nums	  proportional-‐nums; 
}

p	  { 
	   font-‐feature-‐settings:	  "onum"	  1,	  "pnum"	  1;	  
	   font-‐variant-‐numeric:	  oldstyle-‐nums	  proportional-‐nums; 
}

With CSS 3 we can access those OpenType features. 
Support for font-feature-settings is IE10, Firefox, Chrome/Mac, Webkit/Win, Opera



Authors should use font-variant and its related 
subproperties whenever possible and only use 
font-feature-settings for special cases where its 
use is the only way of accessing a font feature.” 
CSS Fonts Module Level 3, W3C Candidate Recommendation 
http://www.w3.org/TR/css-fonts-3/#font-feature-settings-prop

“

Only use font-feature-settings as a last resort

http://www.w3.org/TR/css-fonts-3/#font-feature-settings-prop


Just in running text, so paragraphs and lists.



But not in headings. Proportional lining numerals please, otherwise can look odd - like starting a heading with a lowercase letter.



table	  { 
	  font-‐feature-‐settings:	  "lnum"	  1,	  "tnum"	  1;	  
	  font-‐variant-‐numeric:	  lining-‐nums	  tabular-‐nums; 
}

Tables - tabular numerals and usually lining numerals too. To help scan and visually compare numbers in rows and columns.



Proportional old-style goes to lining tabular.
Pretty to more scannable. Can imagine if much more number-heavy like financial statement.



Choosing fonts



Even if people are not consciously aware of the type 
they’re reading, they’ll certainly be affected by it.” 
Tobias Frere-Jones,  Helvetica (dir. Gary Huswitt, 2007).

“

There are no rules, just good decisions.



1. Is the font suitable for reading the 
amount of text you’re setting? 

2. Does the font have the character set 
your text requires? 

3. Does it have the features or effects 
you need? 

4. Does it have enough useful weights 
and styles?

Make a shortlist based on practical criteria.

1. removing as much friction as possible between the reader and the text.
2. If your text has some Turkish does the font have a dotless i?
3. Have you got lots of table that could do with tabular numerals?
4. Real italics?



5. Does it ‘say’ what the text is saying? 
Is the spirit and character in keeping 
with the text? 

Is the font at odds with the text?

You can choose a typeface based on criteria very personal to you - a favourite font, a new font you want to try out. Just so long as it respects the reader 
and the text.
Sometimes easier to ask the opposite - is the font at odds with the message? Leaves you freer to explore options.



Choose your library of faces slowly and well.” 
Robert Bringhurst in The Elements of Typographic Style (Hartley & Marks, 1999) 

“

More you work with type the more you get drawn to certain typefaces.
They become friends, you’re turn to them for help, because you know how they behave under different circumstances.

You don’t have to just stick to 5 has one famous designer once said.



Make a tester to compare side by side. Start with a paragraph.
Test on multiple platforms. Especially Windows machines and very high resolution mobile devices.



blog.fontdeck.com/post/23601339698/body-text-tester



Etica 

Aniuk 

Shaker 

Akagi

Discover Scuba Diving 

Discover Scuba Diving 

Discover Scuba Diving 

Discover Scuba Diving

Get yourself a shortlist.
I’m going with Akagi is crisp and legible but still has a smile and personality and it has all the features I need.



Plus the fonts into your prototype. Try them out. Here’s Akagi.
And it looks good. But that heading needs a bit more… something.
So let’s give the design a bit more context…



Want to set the headings in something more attention grabbing. Want a more editorial feel.
Means pairing a different font with the one we’re using.



Pairing fonts



Start with a single 
typographic family



Considering a single typographic family.
Shaker has three widths, five weights and real italics. That’s 30 fonts in total, so there could be possibilities there.



Explore the Ocean 
Renegade Divers has been operating since 1998. We offer a 
range of liveaboard PADI registered diving holidays. Our main 
destination for PADI training is the Red Sea. We also offer the 
best Maldives liveaboards and other leading dive vessels in the 
Indian Ocean, Indonesia and the Galapagos Islands. 

Shaker Heavy Wide and Shaker Regular

Variations of Shaker - pairing the Heavy Wide with the Regular



Explore the Ocean 
Renegade Divers has been operating since 1998. We offer a 
range of liveaboard PADI registered diving holidays. Our main 
destination for PADI training is the Red Sea. We also offer the 
best Maldives liveaboards and other leading dive vessels in 
the Indian Ocean, Indonesia and the Galapagos Islands. 

Karmina Sans and Karmina

Choose a super family eg. Karmina



ampersandconf.com

Like we did for the Ampersand web typography conference couple of years ago.
Combines Karmina with Karmina Sans.



Explore the Ocean 
Renegade Divers has been operating since 1998. We 
offer a range of liveaboard PADI registered diving 
holidays. Our main destination for PADI training is the 
Red Sea. We also offer the best Maldives liveaboards 
and other leading dive vessels in the Indian Ocean, 
Indonesia and the Galapagos Islands. 

Abril Display and Abril Text

Interesting combination styles designed to work together



wellcomecollection.org/mindcraft

Example in action for Wellcome Library.

http://ampersandconf.com


Explore the Ocean 
Renegade Divers has been operating since 1998. We 
offer a range of liveaboard PADI registered diving 
holidays. Our main destination for PADI training is the 
Red Sea. We also offer the best Maldives liveaboards 
and other leading dive vessels in the Indian Ocean, 
Indonesia and the Galapagos Islands. 

Tablet Gothic Compressed and Abril Text

Choose fonts designed to go together, or choose fonts that are significantly different. The trick is for them to be different in a complimentary manner 
rather than jarringly so.
Look to help from the foundry.

Abril Text again, this time paired with Tablet Gothic Compressed



type-together.com

Tablet Gothic page - Type Together matches fonts for you.
“Both fonts share the same vertical stress, large-x-height and mechanic feel.”



Menu in Jamie's Italian. Designed by The Plant, a London-based design agency.
Arbitrarily chosen two very Italian typefaces:



Bodoni after designs of Giambattista Bodoni in the late 1700s
and
Eurostile designed by Aldo Novarese in 1962



antipasti 
TOP ITALIAN BREAD SELECTION £3.25 

Our own focaccia with extra virgin olive oil and the finest 
aged balsamic. Baked twice daily. Served with a selection of 
wondreful breads from Jamie's artisan bakery including 
16-hour sourdough and crip music bread with rosemary 
and lemon gremolata. 

Bodoni and Eurostile

Two completely different typefaces, separated by hundreds of years and seemingly connected by a country of origin and nothing more. Yet they work 
together.

There's a reason and it's down to geometry. Bodoni was designed with a strict vertical stress, Eurostile is very linear and symmetrical in form.



oo
Eurostile inside Bodoni.
And I know what you’re all thinking…



Explore the Ocean 
Renegade Divers has been operating since 1998. We offer 
a range of liveaboard PADI registered diving holidays. Our 
main destination for PADI training is the Red Sea. We also 
offer the best Maldives liveaboards and other leading dive 
vessels in the Indian Ocean, Indonesia and the Galapagos 
Islands. 

Magneta and Akagi

Another way is to choose fonts from the same designer. No guarantee but a decent starting point.
For example here is Akagi and Magneta from Neil Summerour.



Renegade 
Renegade

Renegade 
Renegade

d d
Work together because same x-height and similar letterforms with right-leaning vertical stress. Both based on a Garamond style.



And here is Magneta in place. Much better.
And there’s more…



And there’s more. We can do this… add a swash to give a little hint of a wave



clagnut.com/sandbox/css3/

OpenType features demo.

http://clagnut.com/sandbox/css3/


@font-‐face	  {	  
font-‐family:	  'Magneta';	  
src:	  
	  url('fonts/magneta-‐blk.woff2')	  format('woff2'),	  
	  url('fonts/magneta-‐blk.woff')	  format('woff');	  
font-‐weight:	  800;	  
font-‐style:	  normal;	  
}

Quick note on web fonts. There’s a new format gathering pace. WOFF2. Only difference is compression - about 30% better than WOFF.
The swashes increase file size but by less than 1Kb of a WOFF2.



www.filamentgroup.com/lab/font-events.html

Cutting edge in control over font loading at the moment.

http://www.filamentgroup.com/lab/font-events.html


So here’s the final thing.
We talked about starting with the paragraph and choosing a measure which adapts.
Choosing a scale and sticking to it.
Creating a prototype to test the typography with different fonts.
Sweating the small details.
Pairing fonts.





Just want to finish with my favourite typography book at the moment.

Shaping Text by Jan Middendorp.



At my least favourite book.

Forthcoming book sometime next year. Been 7 years in the making.



Richard Rutter, Clearleft 
@clagnut 

Slides:  webtypography.net/talks/upfront15/ 

Richard Rutter is cofounder of Fontdeck.com, the professional webfont service.

I thank you.

http://fontdeck.com/
http://webtypography.net/talks/upfront2015/

